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Introduction

Right to privacy ǂ right to data protection

History
Codification
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Introduction : Right to privacy Codification :Art. 8 ECHR
Fundamental right since 1950
Right to respect for private and family life

“ (1) Everyone has the right to respect for his private and
family life, his home and his correspondence
(2) There shall be no interference by a public authority
with the exercise of this right except such as is in
accordance with the law and is necessary in a
democratic society in the interests of national security,
public safety or the economic well-being of the country,
for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection
of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and
freedoms of others.”
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Introduction : Art. 8 ECHR
Right to Privacy – ECtHR - the notion of one’s “private life”
is “a broad term not susceptible to exhaustive definition”
determined from case to case, depending on facts and circumstances
“covers physical and psychological integrity of a person”
“can embrace multiple aspects of the person’s physical and social identity”
“protects a right to personal development”
“right to establish and develop relationships with other human beings and
the outside world”
…
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Introduction : Art. 8 ECHR
Right to Privacy – several components

• The right to physical (and psychological) integrity (‘bodily
privacy’)
•

e.g., body scanners at airports

• Communication privacy
•

e.g., letter secrecy, tapping telcos,…

• Information (or informational) privacy (‘data privacy’)
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Introduction : Art. 8 ECHR
Right to Privacy: Case law : Including
- for ‘public persons’
- a person’s right to one’s own image
(See e.g., Schüssel v. Austria, no. 42409/98 (2002) Von Hannover v. Germany, no. 59320/00 (2004), …)
- on work floor (See e.g., Halford (1997), …)
…
Wide variety and expanding relevant cases

Introduction : Art. 8 ECHR
Nothing to hide ? No privacy needed ? Implies continuous
surveillance, advertissements, ….
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Introduction : EU Data Protection Framework

Directive
Computation
devices

95/46/EC

Protection through harmonization of
national legislation
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Introduction : EU Data Protection Concepts
• Processing : “any operation or set of operations which is
performed upon personal data, whether or not by
automatic means, such as collection, recording,
organization, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval,
consultation, use, disclosure by transmission,
dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or
combination, blocking, erasure or destruction”
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Introduction : EU Data Protection Concepts
• Controller:
1. “the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any
other body”

2. “which alone or jointly with others”
3. “determines the purposes and means of the processing of
personal data”
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Introduction : EU Data Protection Concepts
• Personal data :
1.
2.
3.
4.

“any information”
“relating to”
“an identified or identifiable”
identifiable natural person
“natural person”

One who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular
by reference to an identification number or to one or more
factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental,
economic, cultural or social identity

Recital 26:
“whereas to determine whether a person is identifiable account should be taken of all the
means likely reasonably to be used either by the controller or by any other person to identify
the said person.”

Important for research
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Introduction : EU Data Protection Concepts
• Processor:
1. “any natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any
other body”

2. “which processes personal data on behalf of the controller”
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Introduction: summary main concepts
Controller

Processing

Personal
data

Processor
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Introduction
First:
Determine applicable data protection legislation
- rationae loci (territorial application)
- rationae materiae
- rationae personae (household exemption ? , ...)
‘processing’ ‘personal data’ in EU?

Directive 95/46/EC, as implemented in

national laws

‘in connection with publicly available electronic communications services in
public communications networks ?
ePrivacy Directive 2002/58/EC
(as modified), as implemented in national laws
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Introduction: Determination of applicable law
‘in framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal
matters?’
Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA
By EU institution(s) ?

Regulation 45/2001
Lex specialis

By hospital

Check specific national legislation

By ‘surveillance camera images ?’
Check specific national legislation: e.g., camera
surveillance legislation,
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Introduction : Determination of applicable law
Country A (EU)

Country B (EU)

Processing in context of activities of

Storage of personal data

establishment of controller
see e.g., Google Spain

Location of storage server: important for data transfer rules ; access by third
country authorities (e.g. law enforcement, intelligence services, …)
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Introduction : Determination of applicable law
Country A (EU)

Country B (non EU)

Country C (non EU)

Establishment of the controller

Use of equipment for the processing

Storage of personal data

cookies, …
Other than for transit purposes
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Introduction : Determination of applicable law
SNS
applicable law(s) ?

Country A (non EU)
Establishment of the controller/processor
Reform proposal (COM(2012)11 final
‘processing of data of data subjects residing in the Union (…)

Country B (EU)

(EU)data subjects
Country E (non EU)
relatedCountry
to offeringCof(EU)
goods or Country
services toDsuch
; or
(b) Monitoring of their behaviour
+

Proposal for REGULATION
Use of equipment for the processing
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1. The Main obligations of the controller
Protect the fundamental rights and
freedoms, in particular privacy of natural
persons
e.g. use of biometric identifiers (voice, face, ….)

+ Art. 6 Directive 95/46
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1. The Main obligations of the controller
Art. 6 :
- ‘fairly and lawfully’ (legality)
- For specified, explicit and legitimate purpose
- Data minimization : ‘adequate, relevant and
not excessive’
- Accurate and kept up to date
- For identification no longer than necessary
ECJ, Google Spain v. EAPD, C-131/12, 13 may 2014 :§ 71 : ‘all processing of personal
data must comply, first, with the principles relating to data quality set out in
Article 6 of the directive (…)’
22

1. The Main obligations of the controller
1. Legitimate basis (legitimacy)
2. Purpose specification (finality principle)
3. Information obligation (transparency principle)
4. Notification/prior checking obligation
5. Special categories of data
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1. Need for legal basis (legitimacy)
One of the six grounds needed !
Personal data may only be processed

1.

unambiguous consent;

2.

necessity for performance of a contract (to which
data subject is party) or for taking steps at request of
data subject prior to such contract ;

3.

necessity for compliance with legal obligation of
the controller ;

(…)
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1. Need for legal basis (legitimacy)
Different types of data – different purposes different legal bases
a) Name, address, …(as necessary, e.g. for invoice)

necessary for performance of the contract
b) Image, voice, IP number, browser information, hobbies, etc
for example for advertisement

free, specific and informed consent required

c) Re-use for research purposes : free, specific and
informed consent
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1. Need for legal basis (legitimacy)
Personal data may only be processed
(…)

4.

necessity in order to protect vital interest ;

5. necessity for performance of a task in public interest
or exercise of official authority (of controller or third
party to whom data is disclosed); or
(…)
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1. Need for legal basis (legitimacy)
Personal data may only be processed
(…)

6.

necessity for purposes of legitimate interests of
controller or third party to whom data are disclosed,
except if overridden by fundamental rights or
freedoms of data subject
Reform proposal (COM(2012)11 final: Art. 6.1.f)
(…) in particular where the data subject
is a child ( (…)
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1. Need for legal basis (legitimacy)
unambiguous consent;
Sensitive data : explicit consent

Reform proposal (COM(2012)11 final: Art. 7
- Right to withdraw any time (!)
- Requirement for consent must be presented distinguishable
- Not if significant imbalance
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1. Need for legal basis (legitimacy)
• Draft GDPR –research is new separate legal ground
Art. 6.2.
‘Processing of personal data which is necessary for archiving purposes
in the public interest, or for historical, statistical or scientific
research purposes shall be lawful subject also to the conditions and
safeguards referred to in Article 83.’
See also art. 9(2)(i) for ‘sensitive’ data.

Art. 83 : MS safeguards – (Comm) anonymization and
functional separation and consent for publication
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2. Purpose specification (finality principle)

‘for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes’
and not ‘in a way incompatible with those purposes’
for each and every (!) processing activity (collection, use,
transfer, access, storage, …)
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2. Purpose specification (finality principle)
2. Purpose specification (finality principle): How ?
Information to data
subjects

+ need for
(new) legal
basis !
Modification of
notification/documentation/authorization
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2. Purpose specification (finality principle)
Exemption: Data processing for research purposes
‘further processing for historical, statistical or scientific purposes shall
not be considered incompatible’ if MS provide ‘appropriate
safeguards’

but: no harmonization E.g., specific rules and obligations
apply – see e.g., Anonymization – encoding personal
data e.g. clinical trials – research projects – …Additional
guidelines DPAs but also specific legislation for population
statistics – research cancer diseases, …
32
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3. Information obligation (transparency principle)
Art. 10 & 11: Prior (!) to the collection/at time of recording/no later
than first disclosure

1) the identity of the controller and his representative (if
any),
2) the purposes of the processing
+
if necessary, having regard specific circumstances of data
collection, to guarantee fair processing, any further information
such as

3) the recipients (or categories of recipients);
4) whether answer is obligatory or voluntary, as well as
possible consequences of failure to reply; and 5) the
right of access and to rectify
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3. Information obligation (transparency principle)
(…) +
if the data is not collected from the data subject,
6) information about the categories of the data
processed
Exceptions exist :
In particulair for statistical purposes; historical or
scientific research
(i) if information obligation proves impossible or
disproportionate effort (see ECJ, Ryneš) or
(ii) recording or disclosure laid down by law
(safeguards (!) needed)
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4. Notification/prior checking obligation
Notification : Prior to start
Online tools – homepage DPAs

Sanction ?
besides criminal sanctions,
e.g. France : employment matters: automated
processing is not enforceable against the employees
Supreme Court 25.6.2013: sale of customer database not
notified: null and void (art. 1128 Civil Code)
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4. Notification/prior checking obligation
Notification : Prior to start
Simplification possible (e.g., France)
Exemption possible : conditions:
unlikely to affect adversely rights and freedoms of
data subjects (e.g., Belgium, …: payroll, customer
database, …); or
appointment of personal data protection official (e.g.,
Germany, Switzerland, …)
Reform proposal (COM(2012)11 final: see Art. 28 : Documentation
Art. 28: 1. Each controller and processor (…) shall maintain documentation (…) 3.
Shall make the documentation available, on request, to the supervisory authority. (…) ’
36
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European Privacy and Data Protection Law
2012-2013 - (c) E. Kindt
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4. Notification/prior checking obligation
Prior Checking ?
‘MS shall determine the processing operations likely to
present specific risks to the rights and freedoms of
data subjects and shall check that these processing
operations are examined prior to the start thereof’

e.g. France : biometric data processing for identification – authorization
(modification of 6 August 2004, art. 25 I, 8° Law N°78/17 du
6.01.1978) - ‘authorizations uniques’
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5. Special categories of data
3 subgroups :
-

data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions,
religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership
data concerning sex life

- data concerning health

General rule : in principle: prohibition of
processing - BUT : many exceptions !
- judicial data

“sensitive data”
Quid : financial data ? facial images, genetic data, …. ?
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5. Special categories of data
Many exceptions ! Art. 8 2, 3 & 4 Directive 95/46/EC
as implemented

- ‘explicit consent’
- BUT: national implementations may differ
e.g. Belgium : written consent
unless if national law provides that consent
may not lift
- necessary for employment law obligations
and if authorized by national law providing
adequate safeguards
- Necessary to protect vital interests
- (...)
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5. Special categories of data

(...)

- Legitimate activities with appropriate

guarantees by foundation, association…
about members/regularly contact ànd
provided not disclosed to third parties
- Manifestly made public or necessary for
establishment/exercise/ defense of legal laim
- Data concerning health : for preventive
medicine, medical diagnosis, provision of
care or treatment or management of healthcare service – health care professional –
professional secrecy
- Reasons of substantial public interest, by
national law or decision of supervisory
authority
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Examples
SNS

Europe (Max Schrems) v. Facebook
22 complaints filed with Irish DPA (August 2011)
(…) Privacy Policy and Consent.
The privacy policy is vague, unclear and contradictory. If European and Irish
standards are applied, the consent to the privacy policy is not valid.

Face Recognition.
The new face recognition feature is an inproportionate violation of the users
right to privacy. Proper information and an unambiguous consent of the users
is missing.
New Policies.
The policies are changed very frequently, users do not get properly
are not asked to consent to new policies.

informed, they

(…)
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Examples
SNS
Europe v. Facebook (see http://europe-vfacebook.org/EN/en.html

Continued before Courts in Vienna and ECJ –
Schrems v. Data Protection Commissioner
ECJ 362/2014 : 6 October 2015 : Safe harbor invalid
(…)
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Examples
From social media service to advertising network
A critical analysis of Facebook’s Revised Policies
and Terms DRAFT 31 March 2015 v1.2
Brendan Van Alsenoy, Valerie Verdoodt, Rob Heyman, Jef Ausloos, Ellen Wauters
and Güneş Acar, From Social Media Service to Advertisement network, A critical
analysis of Facebook’s Revised Policies and Terms, v. 1.2, 31.3.2015, at
https://www.law.kuleuven.be/icri/en/news/item/facebooks-revised-policies-and-termsv1-2.pdf
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Examples
‘It is important to note that tracking of non-users initiates even if one does not visit the
Facebook homepage. In principle, any page belonging to the facebook.com domain
will result in the placement of a long-term, identifying cookie (e.g., an event page, a
shop page, fan page, …). It is also worth noting that non-users who visit a Facebook
page are generally not requested to provide their consent prior to placement of
cookies, nor are they provided with a clear notice.
Facebook’s 2015 cookie policy implies that the setting of cookies on non-users’
browsers is necessary for security purposes. The Article 29 Working Party has taken
the position that certain “security cookies” may fall under the exemptions of article
5(3), but only if they are strictly necessary to provide a service explicitly requested by
the user. The exemption does not, however cover the use of cookies for the security
of websites or services that have not been explicitly requested by the user. As a result,
Facebook’s tracking of non-users, even if the data is not used for ad targeting or other
purposes, violates article 5(3) of the e-Privacy Directive.’ (p. 60) (footnotes omitted)
See https://www.law.kuleuven.be/icri/en/news/item/facebooks-revised-policies-andterms-v1-2.pdf
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5. Special categories of data

Quid unique identifiers ?
‘Member States shall determine the conditions under
which a national identification number or any other
identifier of general application may be processed’
(Art. 8.7)

‘other identifier of general application’ :
e.g., unique numbers in widely used SNS, biometric
identifiers (e.g. France : Act 1978 as modified), ….
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2. Additional obligations of the controller

1.

Confidentiality and security of data processing

2.

Respect of rights of data subjects

3.

Automated individual decisions: quid ?

4.

Obligations vis-à-vis processors
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2. Additional obligations of the controller

1.

Security of data processing (Art. 17) :
‘implement appropriate technical and organizational measures’
‘against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss’ ‘alteration’
‘unauthorized disclosure or access’
in particular if transmission over a network
‘and against all other unlawful forms of processing’
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2. Additional obligations of the controller

1.

Security of data processing (Art. 17) :
Risks of the processing
Nature of the data
Having regard the state of the art and the cost of implementation
e.g., Spain, Belgium (CBPL: ‘Referentiemaatregelen’ (data
security policy, security advisor, …) ‘Guidelines for preventing
data breaches’ - 21.1.2013), …
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2. Additional obligations of the controller
Security breach notification (art. 4)
In case of personal data breach, the provider shall notify
- the DPA
- also the subscriber or user if ‘likely to adversely affect
the personal data or privacy of a subscriber or individual’
‘without undue delay’ unless ‘appropriate technological
protection measures’ rendering the data unintelligible’
And : shall … recommend the measures to mitigate the
possible adverse effects, ….
as specific obligations under ePrivacy Directive
2002/58/EC (modified)
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2. Additional obligations of the controller

and Confidentiality (Art. 16) :
Any person acting under the authority of the controller
or processor,

on instructions from the controller
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2. Additional obligations of the controller

2.

Respect of rights of data subjects
Right of access – correction – right to object ?

Special rules for direct marketing - spam
Right to be forgotten ?
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2. Additional obligations of the controller
3.

Automated individual decisions: quid ? (Art. 15)
Every person has the right not to be subject to a decision which
produces legal effects/significantly affects him or her
and is based solely on automated processing
intended to evaluate certain personal aspects

such as performance at work, creditworthiness, reliability, conduct, etc
Except: if in the course of entering or performance of contract as per
request of data subject – authorized by law (with safeguards)
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2. Additional obligations of the controller
4. Obligations vis-à-vis processors
Choose processor providing sufficient guarantees for
technical and organizational measures
Written (or equivalent) contract or legal act stipulating
(a) Processor shall only act on instructions from controlle
(b) Processor shall respect processing security
measures, also as imposed by laws where
established
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3. Obligations of the processor ?
1. Only act on instructions from controller
2. Implement appropriate technical and organizational

3.

measures’ ‘against accidental or unlawful destruction
or accidental loss’ -‘alteration’ ‘unauthorized disclosure
or access’ …
National laws relating to security of processing where
controller is established will also apply
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4. Reform
13 March 2014 –EP Press release – EP vote
'MEPs inserted stronger safeguards for EU citizens’ personal data that gets transferred to non-EU
countries in a major overhaul of the EU’s data protection laws voted on Wednesday. The new rules
aim both to give people more control over their personal data and to make it easier for firms to work
across borders, by ensuring that the same rules apply in all EU member states. MEPs also increased
the fines to be imposed on firms that break the rules, to up to €100 million or 5% of global turnover. '

The draft regulation was approved by 621 votes to 10, with 22 abstentions.
The draft directive was approved by 371 votes to 276, with 30 abstentions.
see http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/content/20140307IPR38204/html/MEPstighten-up-rules-to-protect-personal-data-in-the-digital-era

Of course, the Council still needs to take a decision.
(co-decision procedure)
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4. Reform
Council reached
‘General Approach’ on
June 15, 2015

and now
co-decision
negotiations started
(trialogue : Commission,
EP and Council)
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4. Reform : Proposal General Data Protection
Directive (25.1.2012 – Co-decision
negotiations as of 15 July 2015)
1.

Appointment data protection officers

2.

Generalized security breach notification

3.

Accountability/Privacy impact assessment/Privacy by design and privacy
by default

4.

Sanctions

= just some examples of some new principles and features
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4. Reform: Appointment data protection
officers
For controllers and processors (!) – in any case
If : public authority or body; or
If: enterprise > 250 persons; or
If: core activities consist of processing operations
which, by virtue of their nature, scope and/or
purposes, require regular and systematic
monitoring of data subjects
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4. Reform: Generalized security breach
notification (art. 31-32)
1. Notification of personal data breach to the supervisory
authority

Without undue delay, and where feasible within 24 hours

1. Communication of personal data breach to the data
subject
Without undue delay, if likely to adversely affect the DP or
privacy protection of data subject
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4. Reform: PbD
“The principle of ‘Data Protection by Design’ requires data protection to be
embedded within the entire life cycle fo the technology, from the very early
design, right to its ultimate deployment, use and final disposal”. (Recital
61)
“The principle of data protection by default requires privacy settings on
services and products which should by default comply with the general
principles of data protection, such as data minimization and purpose
limitation “ (Recital 61) (European Parliament, March 2014)
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4. Reform: PbD

The data controller shall implement measures…
“Such measures could consist inter alia of minimising the processing
of personal data, (…) pseudonymising personal data as soon as
possible, transparency with regard to the functions and processing of
personal data, enabling the data subject to monitor the data
processing, enabling the controller to create and improve security
features.” (Recital 61) (Council’s Report December 2014)
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4. Reform: PbD
• PbD perceives technology as a regulatory instrument
• PbD approaches potential privacy risks during the processing of data,
but, also, from the very beginning, when the means for the processing
are determined.

• Data controllers’ obligation to ensure and demonstrate accountability is
a tool to assist the implementation of PbD. (art. 23 Draft General Data
Protection Regulation).
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4. Reform: Accountability : “How do I
demonstrate compliance?”
Accountability
‘The Data controller is responsible to ensure and
demonstrate compliance’

: Image courtesy of Master isolated images
(“Figure holding a magnifyingglass”) and of
Boians Cho Joo Young (“A Father Carrying
A Letter. 3d Family Character”)
at
freeDigitalPhotos.net
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4. Reform : Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)
Information
flows: How
information will
be obtained,
used, retained
and shared?

A Way to Assess Impact of Technology on Fundamental Rights
Identify the
drivers each
party has in
disclosing,
collecting, using,
sharing the
information

Identify how the
technology will
impact
individuals’
fundamental
rights

Identify ways to
limit the impact
on individual
fundamental
rights
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4. Reform : Art. 33 Privacy Impact Assessment
(PIA)
1. Where processing operations present specific
risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects
by virtue of their nature, their scope or their
purposes, the controller or the processor acting
on the controller's behalf shall carry out an
assessment of the impact of the envisaged
processing operations on the protection of
personal data.
2. The following processing operations in
particular present specific risks referred to in
(d) personal data in large scale filing systems
paragraph 1:
on children, genetic data or biometric data;
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4. Reform: Administrative sanctions (Art. 79)
1. Each supervisory authority shall be empowered to impose
administrative sanctions
Up to 1 000 000 euro, or, in case of an enterprise, up to 2 % of its
annual turnover
If intentionally or negligently

e.g., processes personal data without any or sufficient legal basis (…)
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Conclusions
-

Research: all obligations in principle apply, unless
exceptions by MS

-

Consent/public interest/legitimate interest important
legal bases

-

Re-use possible provided MS impose sufficient
safeguards – but: no harmonization

-

Reform: Consent will become more strict

-

Reform : research new legal basis ?
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Thank you!
Any more question ?
You can contact me at els. kindt@law.kuleuven.be

This presentation has been made possible and is partially funded by the BEAT project under the
grant agreement 284989 the 7th framework programme. About the BEAT project, see https://www.beateu.org/

The Pripare slides have
Leuven).

been created by Pagona Tsormpatzoudi and Fanny Coudert

(KU

The Pripare has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Program for research,
technological development and demonstration under grant agreement no 610613.
This Pripare slides content is being shared under a CC license.
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Exercise: PbD/PIA
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A university hired an IT professional to provide an online course evaluation solution
in order to allow professors receive feedback for their classes. The professional
provided
a typical IT solution, as presented during the introductory session (See below).
Could you help him specify the solution in a privacy preserving manner?
The questions below represent the basic steps of a privacy impact assessment.
Please use them to complete the task.

•

Students require an account and need to login for all activities.

•

They register for class (potentially for each visit) to prove that they are

•

Teachers create evaluation forms.

•

Students fill them in at end of course.

•

Teacher receives summarized and anonymized results.
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Question 1. How would you specify the information flows
in the designer’s solution in terms of the following
aspects? (15 minutes)

(a) what data are collected and how

(a) who has access to which data for which purposes

(a) how data are processed (storage, use, sharing).
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Question 2. Does the solution take into account
the expectations of all involved actors? (5 minutes)

-

Students’ expectations:

-

Lecturers’ expectations:

-

University administration’s expectations:
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Question 3: What impacts can you identify
on students’ privacy? (Tick relevant boxes) (5 minutes)

☐ Privacy of the person (body privacy)
☐ Privacy of behavior and action
☐ Privacy of communication

☐ Privacy of data and image
☐ Privacy of thought and feelings
☐ Privacy of location and space
☐ Privacy of association
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Question 4: How would you advise the designer
to limit the impact on individuals’ privacy? (10 minutes)


With regards to data minimization at the data collection
stage:

What data would you collect? Are these data strictly necessary to
achieve the purpose of the processing? How will you de-identify ?



With regards to data retention at the data use stage:

Would you define a data retention period? What criteria would
you take into account to decide how long should the data be
maintained?
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